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Data Capture Module - A market leader with over 1.5 billion square feet of assets surveyed, 
Kykloud remains the gold standard for asset data capture across complex estates. Kykloud’s 
offline enabled mobile app offers rapid data collection, with fully customisable templates 
paired with a powerful validation engine. This technology empowers surveyors to collect 
consistent and defensible data and feed it directly into capital plans, providing estate teams 
with the tools to efficiently keep asset data up-to-date.

Capital Planning Module - The VFA capital planning module enables facilities professionals to 
optimise and align real estate portfolio investments with their estate strategy by developing 
objective, multi-year capital plans. By centralising asset and facility information, this cloud-
based software provides estate teams with the forecasting tools they need to leverage facility 
condition data and make optimal short- and long-term maintenance and capital decisions.

One Solution – From data collection to capital spend report, Kykloud and VFA delivers 
powerful reporting and rapid insight to drive data-backed investment strategies.  

Condition Assessment and Capital Planning 
Software for Assets and Facilities

Fully configurable 
templates for asset data 
capture at any level 

“What if ” scenario modeling; 
define what you need to spend 
& when you need to spend it 

Create defensible multi-year 
capital plans directly from 
captured condition data

Survey validation rules 
eliminate input errors & sites 
revisits, which saves cost
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To learn more, visit gordian.com/kykloud or contact  
Tom Aburrow-Newman at t.aburrownewman@gordian.com  
or +44 (0) 7871017351

About Gordian
Gordian is the world’s leading provider of facility and 
construction cost data, software and services for all 
phases of the building lifecycle. A pioneer of Job Order 
Contracting (JOC), Gordian’s offerings also include 
our proprietary RSMeans data and Facility Intelligence 
solutions. From planning to design, procurement, 
construction and operations, Gordian’s solutions help 
clients maximise efficiency, optimise cost savings and 
increase building quality.

Take Confident Action With Analytics You Can Trust
Kykloud | Mobile Data Capture Module
• Collect consistent asset data in a structure that aligns to your strategic goals 

• Record evidence items and photos directly within the app, with auto association to 
building elements and locations 

• Work offline seamlessly with full capabilities

• Define validation rules to ensure an accurate dataset

• Utilise industry-standard cost books and location factors (e.g., BCIS & RSMeans data) 
or incorporate custom rates 

• Map space data to pre-populate room and building data 

VFA | Capital Planning & Reporting Module
• Understand what assets are in your portfolio and where they are located 

• View and analyse the condition of your assets to a facility and elemental level

• Model and justify the multi-year investment required to meet your organisation’s 
estates strategies  

• Prioritise investments based on data-driven evidence, rather than emotional appeal


